Our contribution to create healthier and more
sustainable homes. We design and produce thinking
about the environment, circular economy and energy
eﬃciency, that's why our products are ideal for green
projects, Green Buildings or Eco-buildings, energy
self-suﬃcient dwellings, Passive Houses, or for the
creation of smart cities models , Smart Cities.
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Green Brand
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MY HOME

IS A TREE

JOIN THE PROJECT:
www.myhomeisatree.com

Transfor your house into a TREE
by painting with Graphenstone.

THREE 15L BUCKETS

Your house can generate healthier ambients for
you and your family, contribute to clean the air in
cities, and combat global warming. Make it happen,
let your house absorb as much CO2 as an adult
tree by using Graphenstone paints. Transform
your home into a tree!

Why it’s important to reduce CO2?
The high concentrations of CO2 in the world increases the greenhouse eﬀect that is contributing to a
rise of the temperature on Earth. In addition, the air
pollution in cities is causing serious concern for the
health of those living there. Our products can help
improve the quality of the world’s air

How does our paint absorbs CO2?
It is possible thanks to the raw materials. We have
remade a paint that already existed and has been
used for hundreds of years: a natural lime based
paint. It absorbs CO2 during its carbonation
process which helps reduce the CO2 in the air.

ABSORB MORE THAN

14.7Kg of CO2
Numbers and facts:

One square metre of GRAPHENSTONE
is equal to one tree(*).
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*The CO2 absorption of 1 growing tree is 10-25 kg CO2
per year. On average this is 17.5 kg CO2 per year, which
is 47.94 g CO2 per day.
 1m² of Ecosphere Premium applied in 2 coats
absorbs 54.54 g of CO2, approximately the same CO2
absorbed by a growing tree per day.
 CO2 absorption property of lime-based paint is
referred to the use phase of the paint and occurs
during the carbonation process of the product on the
substrate.
Claim is only based to the CO2 absorption and no
other properties of the tree.

MY HOME

IS A TREE

MY BUILDING

IS A GARDEN

MY TOWN

IS A FOREST

